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QUESTION 1

You are creating the CLI script to be used on a new SD-WAN deployment You will have branches with a different
number of internet connections and want to be sure there is no need to change the Performance SLA configuration in
case more connections are added to the branch. 

The current configuration is: 

Which configuration do you use for the Performance SLA members? 

A. set members any 

B. set members 0 

C. current configuration already fulfills the requirement 
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D. set members all 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: The set members any option will ensure that all of the SD-WAN interfaces are included in the Performance
SLA. This is the best option if you want to be sure that the Performance SLA will be triggered even if more connections
are added to the branch in the future. The set members 0 option will exclude all of the SD-WAN interfaces from the
Performance SLA. This is not a good option because it will prevent the Performance SLA from being triggered even if
there is a problem with the network. The current configuration already fulfills the requirement option is incorrect because
it does not ensure that all of the SD-WAN interfaces will be included in the Performance SLA. The set members all
option will include all of the SD-WAN interfaces in the Performance SLA, but it is not the best option because it is not
scalable. If you have a large number of SD-WAN interfaces, this option will cause the Performance SLA to be triggered
too often. References: Performance SLA | FortiGate / FortiOS 7.4.0 Configuring Performance SLA | FortiGate / FortiOS
7.4.0 

 

QUESTION 2

Refer to the exhibits. 

Exhibit A 

Exhibit B 
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Exhibit C 

A customer is trying to set up a VPN with a FortiGate, but they do not have a backup of the configuration. Output during
a troubleshooting session is shown in the exhibits A and B and a baseline VPN configuration is shown in Exhibit C
Referring to the exhibits, which configuration will restore VPN connectivity? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: The output in Exhibit A shows that the VPN tunnel is not established because the peer IP address is
incorrect. The output in Exhibit B shows that the peer IP address is 192.168.1.100, but the baseline VPN configuration
in Exhibit C shows that the peer IP address should be 192.168.1.101. To restore VPN connectivity, you need to change
the peer IP address in the VPN tunnel configuration to 192.168.1.101. The correct configuration is shown below: config
vpn ipsec phase1-interface edit "wan" set peer-ip 192.168.1.101 set peer-id 192.168.1.101 set dhgrp 1 set auth-mode
psk set psk SECRET_PSK next end Option A is incorrect because it does not change the peer IP address. Option B is
incorrect because it changes the peer IP address to 192.168.1.100, which is the incorrect IP address. Option D is
incorrect because it does not include the necessary configuration for the VPN tunnel. 

 

QUESTION 3

Refer to the exhibit showing a firewall policy configuration. 
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To prevent unauthorized access of their cloud assets, an administrator wants to enforce authentication on firewall policy
ID 1. What change does the administrator need to make? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: The firewall policy in the exhibit allows all traffic from the internal network to the cloud. To enforce
authentication on this traffic, the administrator needs to add the auth- on-demand option to the policy. This option will
force all 

users to authenticate before they are allowed to access the cloud. 

The following is the correct configuration: 

config firewall policy 
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edit 1 

set srcintf "internal" 

set dstintf "wan1" 

set srcaddr "all" 

set dstaddr "all" 

set service "all" 

set action accept 

set auth-on-demand enable 

References: 

Configuring firewall authentication | FortiGate / FortiOS 7.4.0 - Fortinet Document Library 

Firewall policy configuration | FortiGate / FortiOS 7.4.0 - Fortinet Document Library 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibits. 
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A customer is looking for a solution to authenticate the clients connected to a hardware switch interface of a FortiGate
400E. 

Referring to the exhibits, which two conditions allow authentication to the client devices before assigning an IP address?
(Choose two.) 

A. FortiGate devices with NP6 and hardware switch interfaces cannot support 802.1X authentication. 

B. Devices connected directly to ports 3 and 4 can perform 802 1X authentication. 

C. Ports 3 and 4 can be part of different switch interfaces. 

D. Client devices must have 802 1X authentication enabled 

Correct Answer: BD 

Explanation: The customer wants to deploy a solution to authenticate the clients connected to a hardware switch
interface of a FortiGate 400E device. A hardware switch interface is an interface that combines multiple physical
interfaces into one logical interface, allowing them to act as a singleswitch with one IP address and one set of security
policies. The customer wants to use 802.1X authentication for this solution, which is a standard protocol for port-based
network access control (PNAC) that authenticates clients based on their credentials before granting them access to
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network resources. One condition that allows authentication to the client devices before assigning an IP address is that
devices connected directly to ports 3 and 4 can perform 802.1X authentication. This is because ports 3 and 4 are part of
the hardware switch interface named "lan", which has an IP address of 10.10.10.254/24 and an inbound SSL inspection
profile named "sslinspection". The inbound SSL inspection profile enables the FortiGate device to intercept and inspect
SSL/TLS traffic from clients before forwarding it to servers, which allows it to apply security policies and features such
as antivirus, web filtering, application control, etc. However, before performing SSL inspection, the FortiGate device
needs to authenticate the clients using 802.1X authentication, which requires the clients to send their credentials (such
as username and password) to the FortiGate device over a secure EAP (Extensible Authentication Protocol) channel.
The FortiGate device then verifies the credentials with an authentication server (such as RADIUS or LDAP) and grants
or denies access to the clients based on the authentication result. Therefore, devices connected directly to ports 3 and 4
can perform 802.1X authentication before assigning an IP address. Another condition that allows authentication to the
client devices before assigning an IP address is that client devices must have 802.1X authentication enabled. This is
because 802.1X authentication is a mutual process that requires both the client devices and the FortiGate device to
support and enable it. The client devices must have 802.1X authentication enabled in their network settings, which
allows them to initiate the authentication process when they connect to the hardware switch interface of the FortiGate
device. The client devices must also have an 802.1X supplicant software installed, which is a program that runs on the
client devices and handles the communication with the FortiGate device using EAP messages. The client devices must
also have a trusted certificate installed, which is used to verify the identity of the FortiGate device and establish a secure
EAP channel. Therefore, client devices must have 802.1X authentication enabled before assigning an IP address.
References: https:// docs.fortinet.com/document/fortigate/7.0.0/administration- guide/19662/hardware-
switchinterfaceshttps://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortigate/7.0.0/administration- guide/19662/802-1x-authentication 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer\\'s cybersecurity department needs to implement security for the traffic between two VPCs in AWS, but
these belong to different departments within the company. The company uses a single region for all their VPCs. 

Which two actions will achieve this requirement while keeping separate management of each department\\'s VPC?
(Choose two.) 

A. Create a transit VPC with a FortiGate HA cluster, connect to the other two using VPC peering, and use routing tables
to force traffic through the FortiGate cluster. 

B. Create an 1AM account for the cybersecurity department to manage both existing VPC, create a FortiGate HA
Cluster on each VPC and IPSEC VPN to force traffic between the VPCs through the FortiGate clusters 

C. Migrate all the instances to the same VPC and create 1AM accounts for each department, then implement a new
subnet for a FortiGate auto-scaling group and use routing tables to force the traffic through the FortiGate cluster. 

D. Create a VPC with a FortiGate auto-scaling group with a Transit Gateway attached to the three VPC to force routing
through the FortiGate cluster 

Correct Answer: AD 

Explanation: To implement security for the traffic between two VPCs in AWS, while keeping separate management of
each department\\'s VPC, two possible actions are: Create a transit VPC with a FortiGate HA cluster, connect to the
other two using VPC peering, and use routing tables to force traffic through the FortiGate cluster. This option allows the
cybersecurity department to manage the transit VPC and apply security policies on the FortiGate cluster, while the other
departments can manage their own VPCs and instances. The VPC peering connections enable direct communication
between the VPCs without using public IPs or gateways. The routing tables can be configured to direct all inter-VPC
traffic to the transit VPC. Create a VPC with a FortiGate auto-scaling group with a Transit Gateway attached to the three
VPCs to force routing through the FortiGate cluster. This option also allows the cybersecurity department to manage the
security VPC and apply security policies on the FortiGate cluster, while the other departments can manage their own
VPCs and instances. The Transit Gateway acts as a network hub that connects multiple VPCs and on-premises
networks. The routing tables can be configured to direct all inter-VPC traffic to the security VPC. References:
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https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortigate-public-cloud/7.2.0/aws-administration- guide/506140/connecting-a-local-
fortigate-to-an-aws-vpc-vpn https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortigate-public-cloud/7.0.0/sd-wan- architecture-
forenterprise/166334/sd-wan-configuration 
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